
Towards a Grid-aware Computer Algebra SystemDana Petu1;2, Diana Dubu1;2, Marin Paprzyki31 Computer Siene Department, Western University, 2 Institute e-Austria, Timi�soara,3 Computer Siene Department, Oklahoma State Universityfpetu,ddubug�info.uvt.ro, marin�s.okstate.eduAbstrat. One of the developments that an lead to a wider usage ofgrid tehnologies is grid-enabling of appliation software, among themomputer algebra systems. A ase study desribed here involves Maple.The proposed maple2g pakage allows the onnetion between the ur-rent version of Maple and the omputational grid based on Globus.1 IntrodutionComputer algebra systems (CASs) are frequently used by mathematiians orengineers to perform ompliated alulations and are rightfully seen as one ofmajor soures of user's produtivity. In pratie it is often desirable to be ableto augment the CAS with funtionality from an external software artifat (e.g.pakage, appliation et.). Nowadays, in this proess one an rely on alreadyavailable solutions, suh as the grid tehnology.Several projets aim at providing APIs to exeute sienti� libraries or pro-grams over the grid. NetSolve [1℄ is a grid based server that supports Matlaband Mathematia as native lients for grid omputing. MathLink [8℄ enablesMathematia to interfae with external programs via an API interfae. Math-GridLink [6℄ permits the aess to the grid servie within Mathematia, and thedeployment of new grid servies entirely from within Mathematia. The Geodisetoolkit [3℄ is a suite of tools for grid-servies whih are presented to the user asMatlab funtions, alling Java lasses whih in turn aess the Java CoG API.MapleNet [4℄ o�ers a software platform to e�etive large-sale deployment ofomprehensive ontent involving live math omputations.To be able to failitate development of parallel grid distributed CAS applia-tions, a CAS interfae to a message-passing library is needed. There exist morethen 30 parallel Matlab projets [2℄. gridMathematia [8℄ allows the distributionof Mathematia tasks among di�erent kernels in a distributed environment.Maple is utilized as the CAS of hoie in our attempt to ouple a CASand a omputational grid. The main reason for this hoie is that, despite itsrobustness and ease of use, we were not able to loate e�orts to link Maplewith grids. Seond, it is well known that Maple exels other CAS in solving se-leted lassess of problems like systems of nonlinear equations or inequalities [7℄.Furthermore, Maple has already a sokets library for ommuniating over theInternet, and a library for parsing XML (a data-exhange standard widely uti-lized in the grid ommunity). Finally, distributed versions of Maple have beenreently reported in [5℄.



To obtain our goal we proeeded by developing Maple2g: the grid-wrapperfor Maple. It onsists of two parts: one whih is CAS-dependent and the other,whih is grid-dependent and thus any hange in the CAS or the grid needs to bereeted only in one part of the proposed system. The CAS-dependent part is re-latively simple and an esily be ported to support another CAS or a legay ode.2 Developing a grid-aware Maple extensionOur analysis of the grid aware CAS systems indiates that any suh a systemmust have at least the following failities:Ability to aept inputs from the grid: the CAS must be opened to augment itsfailities with external modules, in partiular it should be able to exploregrid failities, to onnet to a spei� grid servie, to use the grid servie,and to translate its results for the CAS interfae.Being a soure of an input for the grid: the CAS or some of its failities mustbe seen as grid servies and ativated by remote users in appropriate seurityand liensing onditions; furthermore, deployment of grid servies must bedone in an easy way from the inside of the CAS.Ability to ommuniate and ooperate over the grid: similar or di�erent kernelsof CASs must be able to ooperate within a grid in solving general prob-lems; in order to have the same CAS on di�erent omputational nodes agrid-version of the CAS must be available; in the ase of di�erent CASs,appropriate interfaes between them must be developed and implemented ora ommon languages for inter-ommuniation must be adopted.Rewriting a CAS kernel in order to improve its funtionality towards gridsan be a ompliated and high-ost solution. Wrapping the existing CAS kernelin ode ating as the interfae between the grid, the user and the CAS an bedone relatively easily as an added-funtionality to the CAS. In addition, it analso be adapted on-the-y when new versions of the CAS in question beomeavailable.Maple2g is a prototype of a grid/luster-enabling wrapper for Maple. Asdesribed below it onsists of two omponents, MGProxy, a Java interfae betweenMaple and the grid/luster environment, and m2g, a Maple library of funtionsallowing the Maple user to interat with the grid/luster middleware.MGProxy has three operating modes:1. user mode: ativated from inside of the Maple environment (by the m2g MG-Proxy start ommand), reeives the user ommand from the user's Mapleinterfae via a soket interfae, ontats the grid/luster servies (inludingalso other MGProxy proesses), queries the user requests to the ontatedservies, and sends the results of the queries to the main Maple interfae.2. server mode: ativates a Maple twin proess (whih enters in a in�nite yleof interpreting ommands inoming via the soket interfae from MGProxy),ats as a server waiting for external alls, interprets the requests, sendsthe authentiations requests to the Maple twin proess, reeives the Mapleresults, and sends them bak to the user.



Table 1. Funtions available in m2g libraryFuntion Desriptionm2g onnet() Connetion via Java COG to the gridm2g getservie(s; l) Searh for a servie s and retrieve its loation lm2g jobsubmit(t; ) Allows a job submission in the grid environment labeled with thenumber t: the ommand  is a string in the RSL formatm2g results(t) Retrieve the results of the submitted job labeled tm2g maple(p) Starts p proesss MGProxy in parallel modesm2g send(d; t; ) Send to the destination kernel d a message labeled t ontainingthe ommand ; d { 'all' or a number, t { number,  { stringm2g rev(s; t) Reeive from the kernel labeled s results from theommand labeled t; s { 'all' or a number, t { numberm2g rank MGProxy rank in the MPI World, an be used in a ommandm2g size Number of MGProxy proesses, an be used in a ommand3. parallel mode: is ativated from user's interfae with several other MGProxyopies; the opy with the rank 0 enters in user mode and runs in the user envi-ronment, while the others enter in server mode; the ommuniation betweendi�erent kernels is established through a standard message passing interfae.The urrent version of Maple2g has a minimal set of funtions (desribed inTable 1) allowing aess to the grid servies. These funtions are implemented inthe Maple language, and they all MGProxy whih aesses the Java CoG API.For example, aessing a grid-servie an be done in the steps desribed in Fig.1.The omponent responsible for aessing Maple as a grid-servie is similar tothat of the MapleNet [4℄. In the urrent version of the Maple2g prototype, theaess to the fully funtional Maple kernel is allowed from the grid: MGProxy at-ing as CAS-grid interfae implements only an aount hek proedure in order toverify the user rights to aess the liensed version of Maple residing on the grid.Parallel odes using MPICH as their message-passing interfae an be easilyported to grid environments due to the existene of a MPICH-G version whihruns on top of the Globus Toolkit. On other hand, the latest Globus Toolkit isbuild on Java, and the Java lients are easier to write. This being the ase, weseleted the mpiJava as the message-passing interfae between Maple kernels.> with(m2g): m2g_MGProxy_start(); m2g_onnet();[m2g_onnet, m2g_getservie, m2g_jobstop, m2g_jobsubmit, m2g_maple,m2g_MGProxy_end, m2g_MGProxy_start, m2g_rank, m2g_rev, m2g_results,m2g_send,m2g_size℄Grid onnetion established> m2g_getservie("gauss",`servie_loation`);["&(exeutable=/home/Diana/m2g/Gauss.sh)","&(exeutable=/tmp/gauss)"℄> m2g_jobsubmit(3,servie_loation[1℄);job submitted> m2g_results(3); m2g_MGProxy_end();Solving linear syst. with Gauss method: Input in.txt, Output out.txtGrid onnetion losedFig. 1. Aessing in Maple an external linear solver, available as a grid servie



>with(m2g): m2g_MGProxy_start(); m2g_maple(4): d:=`all`:>m2g_send(d,1,"f:=(x,y)->(x^2-y^2+0.32, 2*x*y+0.043):"):>m2g_send(d,2,"g:=(x,y)->x^2+y^2:"):>m2g_send(d,3,"h:=(x,y)->if g((f��130)(x,y))<1 then 0 else 1 fi:"):>m2g_send(d,4,"plot3d(`h(x,y)`,grid=[400/mg_size,400℄,y=-1.15..1.15,> x=-1+2*mg_rank/mg_size..-1+2*(mg_rank+1)/mg_size,style=point,> view=[-1..1,-1.15..1.15,0..0.1℄,orientation=[90,0℄);"):>plots[display3d℄(m2g_rev(`all`,4)); m2g_MGProxy_end();Fig. 2. A Julia fratal: the plotting time of order O(103) s in the sequential ase an beredued by a speedup fator of 3:5 using 4 Maple kernels treating equal vertial sliesIn Maple2g a small number of ommands is available to the user, for sendingommands to other Maple kernels and for reeiving their results (Table 1). Thesefailities are similar to those introdued in PVMaple [5℄. The user's Maple in-terfae is seen as the master proess, while the other Maple kernels are workingin a slave mode. Command sending is possible not only from the user's Mapleinterfae, but also from one kernel to another (i.e. a user ommand an ontaininside a send/reeive ommand between slaves).To test the feasibility of this approah to developing distributed Maple appli-ations, tests have been performed on a small PC luster (8 Intel P4 1500 MHzproessors, onneted by a Myrinet swith at 2Gb/s). When splitting the time-onsuming omputations we have observed an almost linear speedup. While adetailed report on parallel Maple2g is outside of the sope of this note, in Fig.2we give an example of a parallel Maple2g ode.At this stage Maple2g exists as a demonstrator system; however it alreadyshows its potential. In the near future it will be further developed to inludefailities existing in other systems, in order for it to beome omparably ro-bust as NetSolve or Geodise. Tests on grid on a large domain of problems willhelp guide further development of the system. Deployment of grid servies fromMaple in other languages than Maple using the ode generation tools will bealso taken into onsideration. Finally, the next version of MGProxy will allowthe ooperation between di�erent CAS kernels residing on the grid.Referenes1. Casanova H. and Dongarra J.: NetSolve: a network server for solving omputationalsiene problems. Inter.J. Superomputer Appls. & HPC, 11-3 (1997) 212{2232. Choy R., Edelman A.: Matlab*P 2.0: a uni�ed parallel MATLAB, In Pros. 2ndSingapore-MIT Alliane Symp. (2003), in print.3. Eres M. H. et al: Implementation of a grid-enabled problem solving environmentin Matlab. In Pros. WCPSE03 (2003), in print, www.geodise.org4. MapleNet. www.maplesoft.om/maplenet/5. Petu D., PVMaple: A distributed approah to ooperative work of Maple pro-esses. LNCS 1908, eds. J.Dongarra et al., Springer (2000) 216{2246. Tepeneu D. and Ida T.: MathGridLink - A bridge between Mathematia and theGrid. In Pros. JSSST03 (2003), in print.7. Wester M.: A ritique of the mathematial abilities of CA systems. In CASs: APratial Guide, ed. M.Wester, J.Wiley (1999), math.unm.edu/~wester/as review8. Wolfram Researh: MathLink & gridMathematia, www.wolfram.om.


